A review of Promosedia, the international chair fair in Italy. -- Kudos for the BusinessWeek/Architectural Record Award winners. -- Developers take advantage of insurance instead of environmental studies (are we the only ones who see something wrong with this picture?). -- Good architecture and public housing - what a concept! -- Memorials and cautionary tales. -- Pelli has new plans for a pesky wall. -- In the spotlight: Lindy Roy, Agnes Bourne, and Charles Jenks. -- Modernism: love it or hate it on both sides of the Big Pond (the big question: How much of postwar modernism is worth saving?). -- In Shanghai, a movement to preserve the city's historic architecture; and the 2002 Shanghai Biennale opens next week with a forum on "The Present and Future of Chinese Urban Architecture" (Arata Isozaki and Michael Graves presiding). -- News and reviews of plans for Liverpool's waterfront. - St. Petersburg wants to polish up its image and attract investment, including transforming old buildings into hot-spot hotels.